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Researchers to face
stricter ethics policy
by cory weinberg
Assistant News Editor

Changes to the conflict of interest policy that binds the University’s
researchers were presented to a faculty governing body Friday, the first
formal step to put GW in line with
guidelines mandated by one of its
largest sources of grants.
Health researchers who work with
federal dollars will soon face stricter
disclosure rules for grants. All research universities must update their
policies to adhere to new conflict of
interest guidelines issued by the National Institutes of Health last year.
Vice Provost for Faculty Affairs
Dianne Martin, who leads a group of
seven administrators and faculty in
health and law that began working
on changes to the policy in December,
presented a draft of the policy to the
Faculty Senate Executive Committee,

New conflict of interest rules
for health researchers:

• Financial disclosure threshold
lowered from $10,000 to $5,000
• Must disclose sponsored travel
• Required training for researchers
• Public accessibility for
conflict of interest cases
which includes University President
Steven Knapp. The policy will be up
for approval by the entire Faculty
Senate and the Board of Trustees in
May, after it faces the Faculty Senate
subcommittee on ethics April 6.
“There will be more training, more
oversight and a lower bar in terms
of what you have to report,” Martin
See ETHICS: Page 5

Gray's campaign efforts
put under federal scrutiny
by chloe sorvino
Hatchet Staff Writer

Samuel klein | hatchet PHOTOGRAPHER

Jaime Albarelli stretches for possession of the ball during a rugby game Saturday against the University of Delaware.
The undefeated club team will head to Delaware for the Mid-Atlantic Rugby Football Union Championship March 31.

Federal investigators are scoping out
allegations of an unreported get-out-thevote effort against alumnus and Mayor
Vincent Gray, according to reports from
multiple former campaign staffers.
The U.S. Attorney’s Office is digging
into his campaign records for details on
a get-out-the-vote effort that funneled
extra money into his campaign chest
when the alumnus was battling against
former incumbent Mayor Adrian Fenty,
according to what Gray’s former staffers
told The Washington Post.
The operation that distributed literature and got voters to the polls, according
to The Post’s March 21 article, was kept
out of D.C. campaign finance records that
require candidates to report all spending
on city campaigns.
Rob Marus, a spokesman for
Gray’s office, declined to comment on

the allegations.
“There is nothing else we can say at
the moment, since we are under federal
investigation,” Marus said.
The under-the-rug operation added
more hands and dollars to the campaign
during its fledgling stages, according to
The Post, although few specifics are available as the investigation continues.
Gray has been plagued with ethical
probes into his campaign operations since
he entered office, including a March 2011
U.S. House of Representatives investigation into claims by former mayoral candidate and ex-D.C. employee Sulaimon
Brown that Gray paid and promised him
a job if he bashed Fenty during the race.
A D.C. Council report slammed the alumnus in August 2011 for allegedly having
shady hiring practices and paying his top
officials sums above legal limits.
The congressional probe later
See GRAY: Page 5

University expands
parental GWeb access
by katherine costello
Hatchet Reporter
A change to the online account
systems will give parents and guardians access to student records, a technical shift that will make it easier for
parents to directly manage their students’ finances.
Changes to the University’s online information portal will allow
students to grant four additional users varying levels of access to their
accounts, which display grades, cost
of attendance, financial aid awards
and class schedules. Each user will
have a unique login and password
to the system.
David Steinour, chief information
officer in the Division of Information
Technology, said the University hopes
to roll out the changes by this fall.
Parents cannot currently see student data on GWeb, which means

students sometimes must act as
middlemen between University offices and their parents, Dan Small,
associate vice president for financial
assistance, said.
“We have found over the years
that when a parent or guardian was in
contact with one of these offices, the
parent may not have had the same information accessible to the student,”
Associate Vice President for Financial
Assistance Dan Small said.
With the new access to information, Small said parents will be better
informed about an issue or concern
when reaching out to a GW office,
saving time for staff and families.
“We hope the dialogue between
the student and parent will be enhanced and the overall communication with all parties improves,”
Small said.

A rebuilding program's next step

See ACCESS: Page 5
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Head coach Mike Lonergan draws up an adjustment to his game plan midway through the second half of the Colonials' Dec. 15
game against Bradley. Though GW's season ended abruptly, Lonergan is already looking to craft the next step for his program.

Lonergan, Nero continue to craft team's future
by elizabeth traynor
Sports Editor

Zachary Krahmer | Hatchet staff photographer

Senior Casey Santos fills out a financial form at Colonial Central. Services offered within
the Marvin Center hub will be part of wider parent and guardian allowances online.

Mike Lonergan hates losing.
He hated losing at the beginning of the season, before the Colonials took the court. He hated
losing throughout the year, as
GW saw skids mount to multiple
games before they were able to
add a tally to the win column. And
he’s still vocal about how much he
hates losing after his team’s season
ended in the first round of the A-10
tournament at Dayton.
But the good news about losing,
he admits, is that it provides an incentive to make a statement.

“I’ve lost before. But it makes
winning more satisfying and more
fun. I hope I never have a season
like we did – record-wise and losing
close games – because I’m not used
to losing close games. It hurt. It still
hurts,” Lonergan said. “But I try to
focus on all of the good things going on around our program and in
the athletic department. And there
are a lot of good things going on.”
As Lonergan sits in his office,
glancing through the windows that
look across the street to the Smith
Center, it is clear his mind is still on
the court. The season might be over
but the head coach’s work isn’t. His
desk is piled high with papers, his

phone is buzzing and around him,
his staff is providing updates on
their recruiting prospects.
Though the Colonials’ season
ended with a disappointing 1021 record, athletic director Patrick
Nero sees a promising future in
the foundation being laid behind
the scenes.
“Our goal, ultimately, was to
build a program that can compete
in the NCAA tournament year after
year. And that’s going to take four
or five years,” Nero said. “I’m going
to be patient, I know it drives [Lonergan] nuts, he wants to win every
See LONERGAN: Page 10
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IN Brief

Rapper Childish Gambino
to headline Spring Fling
A stand-up comedian turned musician
will bring his blend of electronica and hip hop
to campus next month for Spring Fling.
Donald Glover, who performs under the
stage name Childish Gambino, is known for
his role on the NBC series “Community.” He
will perform April 15 in the Smith Center.
Connor Currier, chairman of Program
Board, said the group chose Childish Gambino because of his widespread appeal.
“He’s an artist everyone can enjoy,” Currier said, adding that Childish Gambino was
the board’s top choice for Spring Fling after
being passed over as a contender for Fall Fest
earlier this year.
The rising rap star launched his career in
2008 and gained fame with his “I Am Just a
Rapper” mixtape series in 2010. His most recent album “Camp,” released last November,
solidified his up-and-coming status with hit
songs like “Bonfire” and “Heartbeat.”
Since drawing attention as a member of
sketch group Derrick Comedy, Glover has
also written for “30 Rock” and “The Daily
Show with Jon Stewart.”
Before Childish Gambino’s 5 p.m. performance, Program Board will offer activities,
giveaways and food truck snacks on G Street
between Square 80, or Guthridge Park, and
the Smith Center starting at 2 p.m.
More than 10 food truck vendors have
already committed to selling, including
CapMac, TaKorean and Curbside Cupcakes, Currier said.
Though in previous years Spring Fling
has been planned for University Yard, Currier
said the organization wants to avoid potential
weather-related problems.
Last year, stormy weather conditions
forced the event from University Yard into
the Smith Center, capping attendance at
800 students.
Currier declined to give a cost estimate
for the performance but said it was on par
with last year.

BECKY CROWDER | HATCHET STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

British comedian Eddie Izzard, known for his unconventional and witty social commentary, spoke at the Reason Rally for religious skeptics Saturday on the
National Mall. Izzard has imitated religious figures like Noah, whom he impersonates with a Sean Connery voice, and Jesus, whom he calls ‘Jeezey Creezy.’
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CORRECTIONS

Nine D.C. students received full rides to
GW during surprise visits Thursday.

Elementary school students competed in
Funger Hall at the third annual event.

Cyclists rode along the Georgetown
Waterfront for the second annual event.

In “Graduate makes bid for city council,”
(p. 1, March 22, 2012) The Hatchet incorrectly referred to Takoma as a neighborhood in
Maryland.

March

Cherry Blossom bike ride

–Chloe Sorvino

In “New exhibit showcases video games
as art,” (p. 9, March 22, 2012) The Hatchet incorrectly reported the exhibit takes place in
the Renwick Gallery, but it takes place in the
main building of the Smithsonian American
Art Museum. The Hatchet also incorrectly attached a photo to this story that was not from
the “The Art of Video Games” exhibit.

Monday

26

Baby Food and the
Industrialization of Taste

Learn from nutrition scholars about how the
science and sociology of taste have developed
as strong social forces in this GW lecture.
1957 E St., City View Room • 4 p.m.

Tuesday
Hip Hop Diplomacy
Hear from diplomats, artists,
athletes and journalists about
cultural diplomacy in the U.S. and
around the world.
1957 E St., State Room • 2 to 5 p.m.

27

Learning from the world’s most
successful education systems

Listen to Marc Tucker, president and CEO of the
National Center on Education and the Economy,
discuss how the U.S. can reform its education system.
Funger Hall, Room 103 • 5:30 to 7 p.m.

Wednesday

28

Internships on the Hill

Learn how to find internships in Congress’s
hallowed halls and how to make the most
of the experience from a panel of students
with experience on Capitol Hill.
Marvin Center, Room 307 • 5 to 6 p.m.
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Course supports District students with disabilities
by Liza Dee
Hatchet Reporter
Since freshman Zoe Pierce
was diagnosed with dyslexia
and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder in high school,
it’s been a struggle to find
teachers and classmates who
could empathize with her
schoolwork troubles.
It wasn’t until she was
working with high school students who have learning disabilities in a new special education course at GW that she
discovered she had the ability
to provide the support system
she rarely had.
“I was talking with [one
of] the students, and she asked,
‘Does it get better?’ ” Pierce
said. “I remember sitting in
a classroom and asking that
same question. For the ones
that push themselves and have
people to help them, it does.”
Ten undergraduates have
come face-to-face with students in special education
programs in high schools
across the D.C. area for first
time this semester, and are
working as mentors for the
high schoolers' transition into
the adult world.
The course – geared toward psychology and human
services majors – is co-taught
as part of the Career Investigations for Transitioning Youth
program by professor Juliana
Taymans and research assistant Lindsey Anderson in the
Graduate School of Education

and Human Development’s
special education and disability studies department.
While the CITY program is
in its fifth year at GW, this is the
first semester it paired students
with high school students who
have disabilities.
With the help of their
mentors, the high school
students will link up with
departments at the University to shadow jobs, allowing the participants to gain
career experience. The students might follow a librarian
who shelves and checks out
books, for example, or learn
how to process mail at package services. The hope is that
successful job shadowing will
lead to long-term internships,
Taymans said.
One of the challenges of
the shadowing process is educating employers about the
students who will be working
with them, senior Mario Grant
said. Students met with each
employer to share background
on the high schoolers’ disabilities to ensure that the work
they will be doing at each site
is appropriate.
“Once they have exposure,
they can recognize what a field
requires them to do,” Grant,
who worked with students
from Anacostia High School,
said. “That will help them get
some more perspective on
what they’re interested in.”
For senior Dhiren Shetty,
whose 24-year-old sister is
developmentally delayed, the

"There’s now a small
community of people
who recognize
the importance of
supporting students
with disabilities."
LINDSEY ANDERSON

Research Assistant
Graduate School of Education
and Human Development
course has hit home.
“As my sister got older, I
learned about the difficulties
she’d encounter in the real
world,” he said. “We often
think that people with disabilities have a hard time or
that they’re not going to college. But from the experience
I’ve had [in this class], the
students aren’t much different from us.”
School districts across the
country have struggled with
shortages of special education teachers for decades, and
full federal funding has languished for the Individuals
with Disabilities Education
Act, shifting costs for special
education to states and school
districts. A 2008 Department
of Education report showed
an 11.2 percent gap in the supply of highly qualified special
education teachers.
“Nationally, we need to

michelle rattinger | senior photo editor

An undergraduate course allows freshman Zoe Pierce, who was diagnosed with learning disabilities
before enrolling in college, to work with high school students around D.C. who face similar struggles.

pay more attention to that,”
Pamela Leconte, the coordinator for GSEHD’s Transition
Special Education Master's
Program, said. “We’d like to
see the CITY program replicated with other universities. The
more people we can get to do
that, the better.”
While
the
graduate
school, which was ranked
No. 42 by U.S. News & World
Report this month, has always zoned in on special

education, the undergraduate component was an added
bonus, Leconte said.
“I like that the class helps
find a home for the CITY
program,” Anderson added.
“There’s now a small community of people who recognize
the importance of supporting
students with disabilities. It’s
an opportunity for these students to have mentors and
role models.”
The course has had the

same effect for some students.
Senior Ashley Gomez’s goal
has always been to work as
a child therapist for abused
minority children, but said
the course has expanded her
job aspirations.
“Now, with the positive
feedback I’ve gotten from Dr.
Taymans about my work, I can
feel myself starting to expand
my idea of what my career will
be. Maybe I’ll look into special
education,” Gomez said. u

Student leaders declare victory in $50 cost estimate increase
by Sarah Ferris
Campus News Editor
The University’s financial office said last week it
will increase the estimated
cost of attendance by $50
next fall to better account for
personal fees.
After a yearlong focus
on fees by top student leaders, Associate Vice President
for Financial Assistance Dan
Small bumped the cost estimate for personal expenses
from $1,400 to $1,450.
“We realize some students may have higher fee
charges, but we felt this was
the only way in which this
office could address this issue by increasing the ‘miscellaneous’ fees,” Small said.

The administrator said he
and Senior Vice President for
Student and Academic Support Services Robert Chernak reached out to the SA
after reading a report from
their fee commission early
this semester.
The student-led committee laid out 10 costs students
may incur while enrolled at
GW, such as student health
visits, study abroad programs and printing, which
could amount to about
$8,600 for students who use
all the services mentioned in
the report.
Sen. John Bennett, U-AtLarge and member of the fee
commission, said there are
other fees not included in the
report because “it is impos-

hatchet file photo

Student Association President John Richardson prioritized fee transparency
throughout this year, pushing for a clearer picture of what students pay.

sible to measure” the indirect
fees coming out of student
organizations’ pockets.

“I think the University
is cognizant of the fact that
they’re probably low-balling

the cost of attendance,” Bennett said of the $50 uptick.
“I don’t think it goes all the
way, but it's a step in the
right direction.”
Student
Association
President John Richardson
lauded the $50 increase –
which he acknowledged is
one-1,000th of the cost of
attending GW for one year
– as “a big win” for the fee
transparency effort he has
led since the fall.
“In essence, this is accomplishing what we were trying
to do with the fee commission, to find out what the hell
students are paying and go
by that figure,” Richardson
said. “[This estimate] is better
in line with what an average
student can expect to pay.”

In addressing the issue
of fees not factored into a
student’s financial aid package, the 13-member fee commission argues that students
could become eligible to
receive more financial assistance or loan credit with
higher acknowledged personal expenses, but GW does
not pledge to meet 100 percent of demonstrated need.
Small declined to comment how the $50 increase
compared to past adjustments
made to estimate costs.
Cost of attendance is broken down into tuition, room
and board, personal expenses, transportation costs, SA
and matriculation fees and
books and supplies – totaling
about $60,000 per year. u
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"In essence, this is accomplishing what we were trying to do with the fee
commission, to figure what the hell students are paying and go by that figure."
–John Richardson, Student Association president, on the $50 added to next fall's cost of attendance.
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Staff Editorial

Prevent the
student loan
debt bomb

Spring visitors to GW

Thumbs Up/
Thumbs Down

by Sara Fischer

The Hatchet’s wrap up of
GW’s ups and downs.
Spring events

W

The past few weeks have
been the epitome of the phrase
“only at GW.” First there
was the debate between
Lawrence O’Donnell and
Ann Coulter hosted by
the College Democrats,
College Republicans and
the Student Association. Last week,
Ben Bernanke gave the first two of four
lectures to undergraduate students in
Duques Hall. And next weekend is the
prominent Clinton Global Initiative
University conference, which will feature a host of politicians and celebrities.
Not only do these events serve to raise
the profile of the University but they
also inject an exciting buzz into campus that truly represents what it means
to be a Colonial.

ith
Commencement
swiftly approaching, I
find myself considering
options for my post-grad
experience. Should I try to find a job
in D.C.? If I go to law school, should
I go sooner rather than later? Should
I go to graduate school?

Lyndsey Wajert
Senior columnist

Brian Williams

Brian Williams might be
the most trusted face in
news today, so it will be
an amazing experience
for the Class of 2012 to
see him speak on the
National Mall at Commencement. But he is a political reporter
who frequently covers many of the men
and women who have so often before
spoke to GW’s graduating classes. We
were hoping for a departure from the
typical politico-type commencement
speaker so that graduates could hear a
refreshing perspective from someone
unaffiliated with the beltway bubble.

Mount Vernon Campus
living

The Mount Vernon Campus is often maligned, or at
least mocked, for being a
satellite campus for transfer students or outcasts. Yet
40 percent more students
have chosen to live on the
Vern next year, a promising
sign for the campus tucked away atop
Foxhall Road. With the construction of
the new Ames Hall and more efforts at
programming events on the Vern, students now, more than ever, have more
incentive to call it home. Hopefully the
University will be able to build on this
momentum and continue to make the
Vern an attractive place to live.

Tourist season

It’s cherry blossom
season in the District, and
that can only mean one
thing: tourists, tourists
and more tourists. All along
the National Mall, visitors to
the nation’s capital are pushing
and shoving to get the perfect photo of
D.C.’s historical landmarks and to experience the exhibits at the Smithsonian
museums. But as far as students are
concerned, this spring crowd is nothing but a headache. They stand on the
wrong side of the Metro escalators, get
in the way of our runs on the Mall and
crowd the Tidal Basin. But then again
the hoards of visitors are a boost to our
“we’re D.C. locals” ego.

Condoms in
vending machines

Rather than brave an
awkward trip to the local
pharmacy, students will
now have the opportunity to purchase condoms
along with their favorite
midnight snack. All residence hall vending machines
will be stocked with two-packs of male
condoms for $2 each. Although house
proctors already offer free condoms to
their residents upon request, the initiative provides students a more discrete
means to go about practicing safe sex.
Considering that free dispensers could
pose a logistical nightmare, the small
price tag should ensure that the policy
pays for itself.

Spring break ends

It always seems that
the fastest week of the year
is spring break. While students always take a week
in March to go home and
relax or storm the beaches
with their fraternities or sororities, coming back after break is a drag. It
is never easy to transition from sipping
drinks by the pool to the barrage of essays and tests before finals. And the fact
that the District has been experiencing
an early spring does not make going to
Gelman Library any more enjoyable.
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A fresh chance to explore D.C.

W

ait, who’s Adam
Morgan?
As a freshman,
I never find myself with enough time to leave
campus borders. I’m more
concerned with going to class,
meeting friends, doing schoolwork and, hopefully, getting
enough sleep.
Freshman year is a time
when we're the most interested
– and rightfully so – with college student life, and trying not
to buckle under the newfound
pressure. Not to mention, the
cold of the D.C. winter can
make it difficult to want to go
anywhere past Funger Hall.
But now the spring weather
is here.
Freshmen: We’ve adjusted to life as college students,
made our friends and become
acquainted with campus. It’s
time to use the warm weather
as an incentive to leave Foggy
Bottom and explore everything

Marissa Fretes
Columnist
that makes the city great.
D.C., after all, has a lot to
offer in terms of the variety of
food and restaurants, the vast
shopping opportunities, the vibrant cultures and languages in
each of its neighborhoods and
the history that could have unfolded just minutes away. Each
neighborhood in D.C. has its
own personality, and we're only

The borders of the
University don’t have
to end at Georgetown
and the monuments.

doing a disservice to ourselves
if we don't take the initiative to
explore them. After all, we're
here for an education, and we
can receive some of that simply
by experiencing new perspectives and new places.
The borders of the University don’t have to end at Georgetown and the monuments.
There are more cherry blossoms
than just the ones around the
Jefferson Memorial.
So hop on the Metro, and go
somewhere on the Red or Green
lines. Take a walk somewhere
you’ve always wanted to go.
Try a new cuisine, and go to a
museum that sounds engaging.
The University prides itself
on the fact that the city and the
campus are one and the same.
It’s up to us make that true.
So, what are you waiting
for? The city is calling.
–The writer, a freshman
majoring in English, is a
Hatchet columnist.

Opening GW's classrooms to the world

I

magine a world where
any room with an Internet
connection could be transformed into a classroom.
Professors would lecture,
administer homework and exams and guide students toward
mastery of the subject from potentially thousands of miles
away – extending the University’s influence far beyond the
confines of the District.
To capitalize on these possibilities, the University should
offer courses online for free.
Last Monday, Stanford University released two free online
courses to the public. Enthusiasm for these free courses was
tremendous – a week before
the courses went live, 335,000
students enrolled. The courses
harnessed technology to create
an interactive classroom experience online; professors lectured, and enrolled students
were quizzed periodically and
received immediate feedback.
GW could make higher
education available to anyone
passionate about learning –
not just those who can afford
it. Democratizing knowledge
should be a responsibility of
the University.
Provost Steven Lerman told
The Hatchet Feb. 13 that the
University has no plans to offer these online classes because
of the continued costs the University would have to shoulder
to support the services.
“When we get large gifts
or foundation support, I’d like
to see us use it to improve the
education of GW students who
are working hard to earn a degree,” he said.

Jacob Garber
Columnist
But I argue that free online
education should be a priority
at GW.
We pride ourselves on being an international university,
but we are shutting out most
of the world through the high
cost of our education. To be
a truly international campus
would require GW to open its
virtual doors to anyone with a
computer.
There are indeed costs to
maintaining these programs,
but since the fees for uploading online content are low, and
because professors could host
these courses on a volunteer
basis, the price is one worth
footing.
And completion of courses
wouldn't give the students
University credit. Rather, they
would earn a certificate of accomplishment. This may not
seem like much, but the simple
knowledge of having earned a
quality education has appealed
to millions of users worldwide
who have utilized the universities that offer courses like this.
And in making coursework
or lectures available online, a degree doesn’t depreciate. If anything, the greater access to a GW
education will bolster its value.
There are even cheaper alternatives, as well. A widelyused source for online courses
called Udemy has begun an
initiative called the Faculty
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Project where professors post
free courses on the site.
Margaret Soltan, an English professor, was contacted
by a Udemy associate several weeks ago and now has
an 11-lecture series on poetry
with more than 100 subscribers
from around the world.
“My experience so far has
been great. I look forward to
every Saturday when I get to
film my lecture,” Soltan said.
Why did an outside organization to provide this course?
Professors such as Soltan

The elite institutions
are already launching
their own versions of
free online courses. It
would be a shame for
the University to be
left behind.
are helping spread knowledge
and open up the world of higher education but they should
have the opportunity to do this
under the GW banner.
The elite institutions are already launching their own versions of free online courses. It
would be a shame for the University to be left behind.
–The writer, a freshman
majoring in English, is a
Hatchet columnist.

The price tag of a higher degree
will play a large factor in my decision. I find myself wondering about
how much I will have to take out to
pay for my plans. And how long will
I be paying for my education?
I’m worried because of the talk
surrounding student loans – some financial experts are even likening the
student debt climate to the housing
bubble.
And a report released Wednesday
by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau found that the total outstanding student loan debt of U.S.
borrowers surpassed $1 trillion. The
report said the U.S. may have passed
this mark “months ago.”
William Brewer, president of the
National Association of Consumer Bankruptcy Attorneys, told the
Washington Post earlier this month
that student debt “could very well
be the next debt bomb for the U.S.
economy.”
If the bubble pops, it could have
lasting effects on the way students
borrow money for their education.
As Brewer noted, in the long-term,
students may be unwilling to run the
risk of taking out loans.
This risk may be even higher because the country is still battling an
8.3 percent unemployment rate. If
the job market is improving but still
remains less than favorable, students
might continue to struggle with finding high paying jobs – or jobs at all –
to pay their loans back on time.
So what can we do about it?
Part of the responsibility falls on
institutions to make it easier for students to pay. Schools must be willing to stop, step back and scrutinize
costs. And they must be willing to
dole out large amounts of aid, so as
to help ease the burden on students.
Historically, our school has been
generous in its financial aid packages, which is a great step.
But that success does not necessarily make a dent in the high tuition,
city living, room and board and the
extra costs it takes to be a Colonial.
Of course, GW could not start slashing costs altogether, but it is important for administrators to realize that
every penny really does count.
Any fee not integral to the University’s operating budget needs to be cut.
This would mitigate some of the
pressure on students who take out
large loans to come to GW.
The government also has a role
in helping students avoid a debt
dropout. This has become evident in
the current debate in Congress over
a law that has helped students take
out loans by making the interest rate
for Subsidized Stafford loans about
3.4 percent over four years. This low
rate is a result of a 2007 law that is
set to expire July 1. If the law is not
renewed, students with the Stafford
loans may have to pay over four
years the pre-recession interest rate
of 6.8 percent instead.
The Hatchet reported last week
that Subsidized Stafford loans "provided about 4,700 undergraduate
students at GW with more than $30
million in education funding this
year." It is not fair to burden students
with a high interest rate when most
current students took out the loans
under the pre-recession rate.
Students, current and future,
should also take an active role by
calling on Congress to support higher education by keeping these interest rates low, because students simply can’t afford the new rates. And
when students can’t afford the new
rates, debt rises and the bubble continues to grow to the point where it
just might pop.
–The writer, a senior majoring
in journalism, is a former Hatchet
opinions editor and a senior columnist.
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SEAS adds degree in cybersecurity
New master's program
will prepare students
for booming field
by samantha abramowitz
Hatchet Reporter
Emeritus professor Lance
Hoffman said adding security to computer systems is like
building safety into automobiles: innovation often comes
in response to mishaps.
As the government makes
investments to support more
cybersecurity workers, Hoffman said demand has grown
because “most systems today
are like the security in most
automobiles in 1940, before
they had seat belts even – let
alone airbags.”
Almost 20 years after
Hoffman helped start the
University's first cybersecurity research institute, calls
from private contractors and
federal agencies for more specialists to protect computer
systems are echoing into academics. The School of Engineering and Applied Science
will offer students a headstart
toward a career in cybersecurity when it launches a mas-

ter of science degree in cybersecurity next fall.
The program, announced
March 19, will be one of the
country’s few degrees in cybersecurity, which are also
offered at nearby University of Maryland-Baltimore
County and Carnegie Mellon University.
The degree will prepare
students to help protect not
only basic computer information but also privacy violations and online identity theft,
computer science department
chair Abdou Youssef said.
He said about 70 students
have expressed interest in
applying, but the program
would enroll only about 15
students next year. Youssef
expects it will grow annually
until the program stabilizes at
a class of about 60 students.
“D.C. is one of the largest
and most vibrant high-tech
areas in the United States
and the world,” Youssef said.
“Professionals are in need
of cybersecurity expertise
to advance their career and
help the private sector and
the government secure their
assets and protect against cyber attacks.”
Students will follow a
30-credit curriculum in the

program, which has the same
core courses as the school’s
advanced computer science
program, but includes security courses like cryptography and computer network
defense. Most of the courses
will include hands-on work
outside of the classroom.
One class tests students on
their ability to prevent attacks where professors send
viruses and other threats to
students' computers.
The master’s program
will initially include six professors, Youssef said.
The department began
exploring the creation of a
master’s degree in fall 2010
– the same year the nation’s
top defense brass began highlighting a shortage in cybersecurity workers. Support from
engineering school Dean David Dolling, Provost Steven
Lerman and Vice President
for Research Leo Chapula
gave the proposal momentum, Youssef said.
GW has also already gotten on board with the federal government’s aid for
future cybersecurity workers through the CyberCorps
program, which provides
full scholarships for study
to undergraduates, master’s

vanessa karimi | hatchet PHOTOGRAPHER

Computer science department chair Abdou Youssef speaks Thursday to interested students in
Tompkins Hall of Engineering about the University's new master's program in cybersecurity. The
graduate track, available at only a few colleges nationwide, will start in the fall.

and doctoral students in
computer science.
Joseph Mathews has
worked in the U.S. Naval
Research Laboratory focusing on cybersecurity since
he graduated from GW as a
computer engineering major
in 2004, and said his career
was launched in the bur-

geoning field after pursuing
a masters degree through
the Department of Defense
scholarship program.
“GW is one of the few
universities offering this program in this specific field.
Most universities want you to
do something traditional with
only some computer security,”

Mathews said. “By focusing
the curriculum around cybersecurity, students will have a
fundamental knowledge in
one base curriculum.”
Applications have opened
and are tentatively due by
May 1.
–Cory Weinberg
contributed to this report.

Foreign students cheat more than American peers
Administrators
attribute rise to
misunderstanding
by rachel getzenberg
Hatchet Staff Writer
International
students
are more likely to cheat than
their American counterparts,
according to internal data released this week, mirroring
a growing trend of academic
dishonesty among foreign
students in U.S. colleges.
Non-citizen
students,
who make up about 12.1
percent of the GW student
population, were responsible
for nearly a quarter of all instances of academic dishonesty last year – the highest
percentage in the available
data. About 100 cases of alleged academic dishonesty
were reported last year.
Instances of cheating
from this population have
increased over the past five
years, and remain a “growing” problem so far this year,

ETHICS
from p. 1
said. “There will be a definite push that you do more
reporting as grants come in
and people submit proposals. We have to be very rigorous about this.”
Michael
Castleberry,
chair of the Faculty Senate's executive committee,
said the committee was just
the first stop for the policy
changes, which are now required of all U.S. research
universities by the NIH.
The federal agency instituted new rules last August
to push universities to take
a stronger stance in policing
researchers after the NIH
took criticism from congressional leaders in 2008 about
relaxed policies.
“Conflict of interest
covers a lot of sins. When
you’re hired as a full-time
member of the faculty of
the University, but you’re

GRAY
from p. 1
dismissed wrongful hiring
allegations against Gray
in November 2011, citing
Brown’s lack of credibility.
John Samples, a campaign finance scholar and
director of the Center for
Representative Government
at the Cato Institute – a public policy think tank in the
District – said Gray’s future
political success would depend on how long the scandal “stays alive.”
“Because he probably

ACCESS
from p. 1
Staff members from the
Registrar, Student Accounts
and Student Financial Assistance and the Division
of Information Technology
collaborated in the monthslong effort to bring broader
access. Steinour declined
to specify what prompted
the group to pursue the
upgrade now, which will
have no cost, but he said
the student accounts office

Director of the Office of Academic Integrity Tim Terpstra
said. In 2006, 15 percent of
violations were committed
by non-U.S. citizens, who
made up less than a tenth of
the student population. That
figure hovered in the high
teens until last year, when it
spiked to 23 percent.
The University statistics
mirror a national problem, according to a study presented
at a Student Affairs Administrators in Higher Education
conference this month. International students are also
more likely to cheat using
technology, such as getting
exam answers on the Internet
and copying online material
without proper attribution,
the study found.
The authors of the study,
which analyzed responses
from a public research university in Arizona, did not return
requests for comment. The
study also found that members of Greek life are more
likely to cheat, a variable GW
does not track, Terpstra said.
The University hosts information sessions for newly

admitted international students before the start of each
semester, but Terpstra said it
may expand outreach to try
to rein in international student cheating. His office
has not yet formalized
plans to better educate international students about
academic honesty.
“With the percentages going
up we are going
to have to certainly reach out
more and try to
emphasize what constitutes cheating in
our culture and how
to avoid it,” he said.
Terpstra
attributed the trend to a slew
of factors, including misunderstood rules and difficulty
with English.
All cases of confirmed
academic dishonesty are followed by a sanction specific
to the type of violation. Those
convicted of plagiarism are
generally referred to the University Writing Center, while
others who cheated because
of poor time management or

still getting grants and have
consultative relationships,
being able to consult is part
of your University capability,” Castleberry said. “But
it’s expected if you’re going
to engage in consulting that
you present it as a conflict
of interest.”
While initial changes
will only impact researchers engaged in health studies, greater changes could
take shape next fall when
the University looks at the
entire conflict of interest
policy, which includes all
University professors, Martin said. The Universitywide policy has not been
adjusted in six years.
The University has until August to make the ordered changes to its policy
governing financial and
family-based conflicts of interest, which include lowering the minimum disclosure
value from $10,000 down to
$5,000, adding online training for medical researchers
and setting up an internal

database for public access
to conflict of interest cases. Martin said the group
would not create a public
website to publish conflict
of interest information out
of privacy concerns, but the
University must hand over
records of cases within five
days of a request.
The new policy will also
force professors to disclose
travel costs that a company
covers.
“If Pfizer pays a faculty
member to give a speech
in Tahiti, even though they
didn’t get compensation for
it, the fact that they got the
trip to Tahiti would now
be something they have to
report,” Martin said. “The
[conflict of interest] training will help inform them
of that.”
The current conflict of
interest policy, which was
last updated in 2004, establishes a “flexible, not
rigid approach,” according
to the document, and sets
the monetary limit that re-

has a couple more years
before he has to run again,
depending on the size of the
backlash, it will probably
blow over for him,” Samples said.
Bill Miller, a spokesman
for the U.S. Attorney’s Office,
declined to comment on potential punishments should
the shadow campaign probe
find Gray guilty, and also
declined to provide the typical maximum punishment
for similar cases.
“I cannot speculate on
this case or any hypothetical
case at this time,” he said.
GW has collaborated
with Gray to hold job fairs

and touted its strong relationship with the alumnus
since he took office. When
asked if the University will
keep up that level of support for the mayor, a spokeswoman said GW will maintain the relationship.
“The University continues to work with Mayor
Gray and his administration
for the betterment of the
District,” University spokeswoman Michelle Sherrard
said. “While the allegations
are serious, they are being
investigated.”
She said GW supports all
its alumni and is “proud of
their achievements.” u

had long “expressed interest in enabling features that
would allow parents access
to student records online.”
Senior Vice President for
Student and Academic Support Services Robert Chernak said the expansion of
access hopes to strengthen
ties with parents.
“When you’re in high
school, your parents have
access to everything. As
soon as you go to college,
your parents have access
to nothing,” Chernak said.
“There are a lot of parents
who still take care of their

students, and we want to
support them to do that.”
As plans are finalized,
the University must check
its compliance with the
Federal Education Rights
and Privacy Act, Chernak
said. The legislation spells
out rights for students and
parents in sharing personal
information,
specifically
mentioning that colleges
that receive federal funding
cannot grant parents access
to their students’ information without permission.
–Sarah Ferris
contributed to this report.
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Source: Office of
Academic Integrity

emotional health
are often referred to the University Counseling Center,
Terpstra said.
The majority of cases result in a failure of the assignment and a handful see failure of the course.

Junior Arjun Awasthi, an international student from India, said
he wasn’t surprised, because
his teachers failed to dissuade
students from cheating in primary school.
“It is not very ingrained
that if you are caught cheating, you are out. In high

school, everyone used to
cheat. There were not very serious consequences for cheating,” he said of his experience
in India. “My experience is
that, when I came to GW, I
had never written a paper in
my life. I think that plagiarism can come into play because people don’t have any
clue what they are doing.” u

searchers have to disclose
as a conflict of interest at
$10,000. Martin expects the
examination to produce a
broader policy that’s firmer
with less room for error.
Under the current policy,
Martin said the University
collects about 1,500 conflict
of interest forms from professors to compile into an
annual report. About 50 of
the most serious conflict of
interest cases are reviewed
by the Board of Trustees annually in a February report,
Martin said, about half of
which are conflicts in research.
Martin said department
heads and deans take an active approach in snuffing
out potential cases of conflict of interest “because the
worst thing in the world is
that you don’t want one of
these to come back and end
up on the front page of The
Washington Post.”
The NIH doled out about
$53.4 million, or 38 percent,
of the University’s research

expenditures in 2011. GW’s
entire portfolio of federally
funded medical research,
which is also drawn from
agencies like the Food and
Drug Administration and
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention,
stands at $199 million as of
last month.
“The government is
looking for greater transparency and accountability about what’s been done
with public funds. It’s taxpayer money put forward,”
said Melissa Goldstein, a
health policy professor who
specializes in ethics and sits
on the committee drawing
up the new policy.
Paula Lantz, the chair
of the department of health
policy who also sits on the
policy’s review committee,
said the new policies would
boost the University’s research transparency.
“We want to make sure
that we’re satisfied that
GW’s at the forefront of this
transparency and account-

ability idea, because it’s not
just actual conflicts of interest that worry the public –
it’s also not great to have an
appearance,” he said. “That
can be just as damning, even
if it’s not necessarily fair.”
To help keep faculty honest, researchers will have to
submit conflict of interest
forms continuously as they
receive new grants and start
new projects, Martin said,
instead of the current format of annual reports.
Former Provost and Vice
President for Health Affairs
John “Skip” Williams faced
conflict of interest accusations in a 2009 Washington
Post article from sources
who questioned his position
on the board of directors
for United Health Services,
which owns GW Hospital.
Williams stepped down
from the board of directors
that year. He retired from
the University in December
and was granted professor emeritus status by the
Board of Trustees. u
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From dorm to dance floor
Student launches talent agency for house music
A new business venture is looking
to capitalize on the spin of turntables,
the flash of club lights and the popularity of house music.
Elite EDM, a music talent agency established in January by sophomore and
chief executive officer Jeffrey Eiesenbud
along with his business partner and
fellow student, chief financial officer
James LaFleur and chief business officer
Andrew Bailey, is seeking a new talent
to bring into the limelight.
The idea for an electronic dance music agency had long been scribbled on
Eisenbud’s “to do” list. When he began
to notice the rise in club promotions and
increasing interest in house music, he
said he went for it.
“I see this whole EDM thing coming as a big opportunity in the sense of
the market when it comes to promoting, advertising, everything,” Eisenbud said, “I see there is big, big opportunity here. I’m going to jump in
early while it’s young.”
Eisenbud helped his first client, fellow student Andrew Aluko, get his first
gig at The Rosebar at Current opening
up for New York City-based electronic
dance DJ, Jacomino.
Citing Aluko’s signature “smooth,
progressive house sound,” Guest of
a Guest, an online publication covering local events, named Aluko “one of
D.C.’s best up-and-coming talents.”
“It felt amazing when I read the
article. It gave me a lot more drive to
know that I could do this and be good
at it,” Aluko said.
Aluko and Eisenbud first met on

the soccer team, but while living in the
same residence hall, Eisenbud walked
by Aluko spinning and after hearing
him, proposed his idea for a business.
“I’ve always been an entrepreneurial type of guy, and I could see he had
the passion, so I said, do you want to
make this real?” Eisenbud said.
Aluko’s interest in DJ-ing was
sparked in high school when he bought
his first mixer. He also plays piano and
trombone, and says he can never stop
his mind from trying to guess the tempo
of a song. Despite his well-tuned musical abilities, he attributes his speedy
success to Elite EDM.
“It makes it easier for me to not
have to worry about marketing or
managing myself and just being able
to work on the music as an artist,”
Aluko said, “It would have taken a lot
longer for me to get to where I am now
without Elite EDM.”
The Elite EDM team says they handle the full spectrum of the business
side of the music industry for him by
shaping the unique goals of each client
and creating innovative strategies that
include managing personal appearances, marketing, event planning, sponsorship and media promotions.
“We want our artists to have to
think about nothing other than their
music, because that is what will make
them their best,” Eisenbud said.
Elite EDM is up-and-coming, just
like the electronic dance music industry itself. LaFleur believes this gives
his team an edge.
“If you look around to the big time
producers right now, they’re all somewhere around the age of 20. Since we’re
around their age and we’re trying to

grow something at the same time, it’s
mutually beneficial,” LaFleur said.
Though Aluko is currently Elite
EDM’s only client, Eisenbud and his
team are on a nationwide search for the
top five up-and-coming EDM artists to
be represented by their agency.
LaFleur went to the South by Southwest music festival, where he met a dubstep producer from San Diego. Eisenbud recently returned from a trip to
University of Colorado Boulder where
he met with a potential client. The team
has received submissions from artists
at the University of California, Los Angeles, as well as the University of Miami, and they say the team is constantly
checking music sites like SoundCloud
for new talent.
“We prefer our clients to be producers themselves and not just making their
own music,” said Eisenbud, “We’re also
looking for that ambitious, go-getting
type. We want fully dedicated people –
people with good character.” u
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by Roxanne Goldberg
Hatchet Staff Writer
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Sophomore Jeffrey Eisenbud works in a recording studio on the
Mount Vernon Campus. He wants to attract new talent to Elite EDM.

I see this whole EDM thing coming as
a big opportunity in the sense of the
market when it comes to promoting,
advertising, everything.

''

jeffrey eisenbud
Chief Executive Officer
Elite EDM

Alumni return to
receSs roots
by Karolina Ramos
Hatchet Staff Writer

Connecting
students
on campus
Campus Society, a new social
networking website, goes academic
by Amisha Sisodiya
Hatchet Staff Writer
The goal was simple: Make life on
campus easier for college students.
Campus Society, a D.C.-based social
networking website, hopes to connect university students through an online forum
for buying books, rating professors and
connecting socially.
The website borrows functions from
other social networking websites, but differentiates itself from Facebook and Twitter in its exclusivity, allowing only “.edu”
e-mail addresses to register. Its founders
explain that their goal was to make social
media functional for students. They feel
filtering out users who do not attend college will eliminate the "white noise" found
online, streamlining their collegiate-centered content.
"We’re trying to make college life easy,"
Rashid Ajami a senior at Georgetown and
co-founder of Campus Society, along with
his cousin Oliver Muller, said. "We found
it a bit difficult to get things done on campus. We’re trying to concentrate everything in one place."
Students will be able to advertise
events, answer questions and recommend tutors and professors – providing
an online platform for both academic
and social conversation. Campus Society
also hopes to connect students eager to
buy and sell books as an alternative to
Amazon or eBay.
“We lean towards ‘function’ as opposed to ‘socializing,’ although we do
want the experience to be fun, with a social aspect,” Ajami said.

The funding for Campus Society
comes from investors in London and the
Middle East who are eager to see the website launch. Within its first year, the venture
secured close to $1 million, Ajami said.
Ajami has found that establishing a
start-up certainly comes with its own bevy
of challenges. From sticking to a budget,
to finding ways to cut costs, the company
strives to produce the best final product
while staying within means.
Beyond finances, finding the right
people to fill the right roles has been a
struggle, he said. Ajami selected individuals who could provide tech help,
marketing strategies, design advice and
PR, while maintaining the integrity of the
company. Ajami said the group focused
on branding themselves and connecting
with university students.
“Because we were in different locations, we made use of communication
tools like Skype and e-mails, but more importantly, travel,” Sophia Chumburidze,
head of marketing and graduate of the
GW School of Business, said.
Campus Society hired 10 interns from
GW and Georgetown, and is hosting oncampus events to spread the word about
the site launch. Currently, the company
is targeting the D.C. community, with
launchings at GW, Georgetown, American University and George Mason University this spring.
"The goal is to slowly bring all students at the university to the site to create a society," Ajami said. "With time, if
the site gains popularity, it should become easier for students to find things
and get things done." u
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The founders of Campus Society want the site to make campus life easier for busy college
students by creating an online forum to sell textbooks and share information and advice.

As a group of campus jesters cracked jokes about life in
the future, one comedic trio was
reliving the past.
Mike Duffy, a comedy troupe
composed of alumni Travis Helwig, Kevin Mead and Darren
Miller, returned Saturday to the
Marvin Center for Guest Fest,
a night of improvisational and
sketch comedy presented by improv comedy group receSs.
Mike Duffy, a group named
after “the strangest guy I’ve
ever met,” said Helwig, was
founded through the trio’s involvement with receSs during
their time at GW.
“It feels, in a lot of ways, like
a homecoming. In a lot of ways, a
college comedy group can’t ever be
recreated,” Helwig said. “It breeds
the [type of] friendship that you
can’t really recreate. That’s what
connected Kevin, Darren and I.”
The group utilized the
Guest Fest setting to preview
an upcoming sketch-comedy

pilot, “Lonely People,” which
they will submit to Upright
Citizens Brigade Theatre, a
New York City improvisational theater co-founded by comedian and Saturday Night Live
star Amy Poehler.
The comedic trio presented
a series of excerpts from their
pilot. Skits ranged from newscasters delivering stories solely
using the word “meow” in various dramatic inflections, to a
long-form satirical drama centering around one chef’s dilemma over scallion pancakes.
“The audience we can get
[at GW] of people who are appreciative of what we do and
who want to see the show is
something you don’t experience
often when you’re doing it professionally,” Miller said.
Mead noted the comfort of
returning to his comedic origins
after delving into the realm of professional stand-up.
“[At GW], we were performing regularly to a friendly
and accepting audience,” Mead
said. “Moving out to New York,

Without sounding too lame, performing at
GW is some of the most fun I've ever had
and has especially formulated the type of
comedian I want to be.
travis helwig
Member
Mike Duffy

''

you’re just kind of a small fish
in the biggest pond that you can
find in comedy.”
Guest Fest also featured performances by New York University improv groups Hammerkatz and Dangerbox, as well
as Lazyprov, the brainchild of
receSs alumni Kabeer Parwani
and Sam Fox-Hartin.
The performance culminated in receSs presenting a theatrical and satirical global warming
public service announcement,
featuring patriotic bathing suits,
a zealous Abraham Lincoln
and the blaring of “God Bless
America,” which Helwig belted
from the front of the stage while
adorned in sparkly red, white
and blue streamers.
“Without sounding too
lame, performing at GW is some
of the most fun I’ve ever had,
and has especially formulated
the type of comedian I want to
be,” said Helwig.
Maintaining a presence on
campus since 1990, receSs boasts
a legacy of successful alumni, including David Angelo, a writer for
“Late Night with Jimmy Fallon,”
which was nominated for a 2011
Emmy for oustanding writing for
a variety, music or comedy series,
and T.J. Miller, who was named
one of Entertainment Weekly’s
2008 12 Rising Stars of Comedy.
“[Helwig, Mead and I] all
took receSs very seriously while
we were there,” said Miller.
“This was how we decided how
to approach being in college.
[receSs] came before academics pretty much. So this performance will be special.” u
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Hammerkatz, a sketch comedy group from New York University, performs as part of the receSs-sponsored Guest Fest.
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West End Library moves forward with upgrade plans
by DAnielle Telson
Hatchet Staff Writer

The District issued an order of approval Monday for
developers to move forward
with an overhaul of the West
End Library and fire station.
The project, in the works
since 2007, will modernize the
two-floor brick and concrete
library on 24th Street between
L and M streets with a glassy
exterior and add about 160 residential units across 10 floors.
The sleek outside features
glass step-outs that are askew
rather than straight, creating a
geometric pattern.
The renovated library –
originally built in 1966 – will
receive two floors and feature a ground-floor cafe and
about 200 underground parking spaces. A majority of the
spaces will be reserved for
the building’s residents, but
a portion will be available for
library visitors.
The fire station will receive
a public squash club and about
50 housing units of its own.

Demolition is slated to begin in 2013, with a project completion estimate of about two
years. Both the fire station and
library will move to temporary
locations – currently undetermined – during construction.
Rebecca Coder, vice chair
of the Foggy Bottom and
West End Advisory Neighborhood Commission, the
area’s top community group,
said locals are excited for the
new properties.
“I think overall, both projects will be really positive for
our community. We’re getting
a new fire station, we’re getting a new library,” Coder said.
“And architecturally the designs are provocative and help
put the West End on the map.”
Joe Sternlieb, vice president
for acquisitions with Eastbanc,
the developer, said prices for
rental of the library residences
are not yet finalized, but the
units would be upscale.
“It’s upper end. It may not
quite be the Ritz, but it’s luxury
housing,” he said.
The company hopes to

offer 100 percent of the residences above the fire station
as affordable housing units if it
receives an $8 million subsidy
from the city, Sternlieb said.
Prices for affordable housing spaces are set according to
how much a renter can afford
to pay, based on their income
level. Those seeking affordable
housing units are required
to submit documentation to
verify income levels with the
developer, management company or D.C. Department of
Housing and Community Development, depending on the
individual project. Properties
that offer the spots must file
annual reports on the incomes
they target.
Sternlieb said if the subsidy is not granted, prices for
the residential area would still
be tailored to young, working individuals’ incomes and
Eastbanc plans to allot up to 8
percent of the units for affordable housing. Costs for affordable units are set based on how
much individuals can afford to
pay with their level of income.

Rendering courtesy of T.E.N. Arquitectos Image reprinted with permission of EastBanc W.D.C.

Redevelopment of the West End Library, on 24th Street between L and M streets, is projected to begin in 2013.
A new 12-floor glass building will replace the original two-story brick and concrete library that was built in 1966.

Eastbanc must still earn a
seal of approval from the U.S.
Commission of Fine Arts to
begin working on the library
and fire station and apply for
zoning permits – a process
Sternlieb expects to last a max-

imum of nine months.
He did not anticipate
those procedures would face
many roadblocks, as the project is considered a Planned
Unit Development by the D.C.
Zoning Commission, meaning

it has multiple uses.
“The PUD is really the major regulatory hurdle and once
that’s clear, it’s really about
working out all the details
with the permitting agencies,”
Sternlieb said. u
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first win at
new field
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The number of matches the men's
tennis team has won in a row, including
Friday's 6-1 victory over Georgetown.

baseball | GW 6, La salle 4
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Top: Sophomore Owen Beightol slides safely into third base Saturday on his triple at the end of the Colonials' 6-4 victory over La Salle. Bottom left: Upon reaching home plate, senior Brett Bowers is congratulated by
sophomore Brookes Townsend before the shortstop goes up to bat. Bottom right: Junior Tyler McCarthy prepares to send the ball to home plate amid his back-to-back strikeouts during the third game.

by brennan murray
Hatchet Staff Writer
As the Colonials took the field for
a three-game series over the weekend,
they faced more than one opponent
on the newly-installed turf at Barcroft
Park.
With weather forecasts shifting
the weekend’s schedule and moderate
rain falling for most of the third game,
GW was forced to overcome mother
nature’s lingering presence, as well as
the efforts of A-10 rival La Salle.
After dropping the first two games
of the series to the Explorers by respective scores of 7-4 and 2-1, the Colonials
(7-16) stormed back Saturday, winning
a tight third game by a margin of 6-4.
Despite giving up the lead late in the
second game and ultimately falling
short, GW showed no signs of layover
in the nightcap, putting forth a winning combination of solid pitching and

clutch hitting.
“The first two games, we were a
play and a hit away from winning, so
the guys were really bummed out and
depressed," head coach Steve Mrowka
said. "When you have to play in rain
and tough conditions the whole time,
and then you lose the three-inning
game we had to finish up first – that
was a heartbreaker.”
The Colonials first fell Friday and
again Saturday afternoon when Friday’s night game was postponed to
the next day due to lightning. La Salle
took advantage of two GW errors to
take an early 5-0 lead in the first game
of the series. Though GW attempted to
mount a comeback with a brief offensive surge, the Explorers hung tough
for a 7-4 victory.
In the second game of the series,
the Colonials at first appeared to have
control. Led by a solid pitching performance from sophomore Aaron Weis-

berg, GW had a 1-0 lead heading into
the top of the seventh. But when the
game was resumed Saturday, the Explorers scored two runs right off the
bat, taking a 2-1 lead that the Colonials
failed to overcome.
In the third game of the series, La
Salle took an early 1-0 lead in the first,
but the Colonials responded with two
runs of their own in the bottom half of
the second. Junior pitcher Tyler McCarthy settled down in the second
and third innings, ending the day with
only two earned runs over five innings
of work. Following McCarthy’s exit
from the game, pitchers Colin Milon
and Justin Albright were each summoned from the bullpen, turning in a
combined four innings of work, while
giving up one run on two hits.
“It’s raining, and the mound is a
total mess. When the guys from the
bullpen come out here, other guys
have already been digging holes. It’s

guys that can go out there any given
day and win the ballgame. I know the
top of the order had a tough day, but
the bottom of the order game through
and helped pick up the W.”
Regardless of the two losses,
Mrowka was encouraged by the Colonials’ ability to come back and take
game three of the series. Though GW’s
record is far from perfect, Mrowka
feels his team has both talent and potential, and looks to boost its play to
the heights he believes are within the
team's reach.
“We haven’t come out of the gates
real fast, but we know we have a pretty
good team,” Mrowka said. “We’re just
hoping to get better in all areas. We
have a lot of guys that are still struggling a little bit with the bat, and hopefully we can help them get their swings
going and get some confidence.” u

Basketball preps for next year

Colonials drop
doubleheader
to Fordham

from p. 1

by sophia omuemu
Hatchet Reporter
After losing by only one run
against one of the top pitchers in the
A-10, the Colonials felt confident
heading into their second game of a
doubleheader Sunday.
When head coach Stacey Schramm saw that Fordham was
keeping reigning A-10 pitcher of
the week Jen Mineau in for game
two, she knew her team had made
the Rams nervous.
The slight confidence wasn’t
enough to lift GW (9-19) to victory in the second game, where the
Colonials lost by a score of 5-1.
But the team’s ability to force the
No. 1 team to keep its best pitcher
in for both games was heartening
for its head coach.
“The fact that she pitched
against us in two games showed
that GW could beat them. It assured us that we can compete,”
Schramm said.
The first game was scoreless
through the first two innings until Fordham pulled ahead, scoring
two runs in the top of the third.
Freshman Victoria Valos hit a
home run in the bottom of the fifth
inning and scored the Colonials’
lone run. Sophomore Courtney
Martin struck out four while the
Rams' Mineau struck out 13 Colonials, allowing just one hit and
securing the victory for Fordham.
When she discovered the Rams
were leaving Mineau in for the
second game of the afternoon, Schramm seized their decision as a way
to improve her team’s confidence.
“Their pitcher is strong. We prepared for her by practicing staying
behind the box. Offensively, I think
we were ready. Before we got our
first strike, we did well,” Schramm
said.
Senior Kara Clauss pitched the
second game and struck out two,
allowing nine hits while Mineau

very difficult,” Mrowka said. “I was
proud of Colin and Justin that they
game in here throwing strikes. That
was huge for us."
The Colonials hung tough through
LaSalle comebacks in the fourth and
seventh innings. GW’s middle to bottom of the lineup hitters came through
in the clutch yet again, this time in the
home half of the eighth. Sophomore
Owen Beightol walked to start the inning and following a double by senior
Jimmy Best, two runners were on base
for hot-hitting junior Ryan Hickey. Already two for two with two singles on
the day, Hickey lined a one-out fastball through the left side of the infield,
driving in two runs and putting the
Colonials up 6-4.
“I was just seeing it well, I was going out there having a lot of confidence
and having the coaches have a lot of
confidence,” Hickey said. “I know that
says a lot for our team that we got nine
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Freshman infielder Becca Garlinger mans first base as a Fordham opponent
approaches the plate during the second game of Sunday's doubleheader.

struck out six with five hits. Fordham entered the second game
strong, scoring three runs in the top
of the first. The Rams continued to
hit well, adding two more runs in
the top of the third. The score was
5-0 until junior Tara Fogarty hit a
home run to put GW on the board.
The Colonials hoped the homer
would provide a boost to their play,
and responded with hits in the sixth
and seventh innings. Despite land-

ing runners on base, GW couldn’t
convert them into runs, ultimately
falling 5-1. The difference, Clauss
said, was her team’s ability to stay
positive amid discouraging play.
“I was trying to stay focused on
the batters and pitching. The focus
wasn’t where it should have been.
The only thing we’re missing is the
mental confidence. Physically, we
can keep up, we just need to be confident,” Clauss said. u

game, that’s his personality.”
Key factors in their calculations are
the incoming recruits, the players who
will form the true future of the program. The Colonials will have at least
five new bodies next year: Villanova
transfer Isaiah Armwood and incoming recruits Kethan Savage, Patricio
Garino, Joe McDonald and Kyprianos
Maragkos. The recruits represent “the
mix that we want,” Nero said, with
three talented local players and two international students.
With next season’s incoming recruits, Lonergan aims to solve what he
believes was one of the program’s biggest Achilles' heels: its lack of depth.
“You looked down the bench and
just didn’t have a lot of options. Good
teams usually have a lot of competition in practice and for playing time,
and we really didn’t have that,” Lonergan said. “Subconsciously or not,
guys knew they were going to play,
and it was just harder, when they
were having a rough night, to really
hold them accountable.”
Lonergan sees room for many of the
Colonials to make significant strides in
their play, but he is also hopeful that
the incoming players will challenge
their teammates for time on the court.
Next season, he will lose Tony Taylor –
a point guard who oft carried the team
during his tenure – to graduation, and
Lonergan potentially sees junior guard
Bryan Bynes competing with incoming
recruits for the starting slot.
“My hope is Isaiah will be a starter
and then maybe two of the returnees
will start. We’ll probably end up starting a couple of freshman,” Lonergan
said. “But we’ll have more depth, just
because we’ll have more bodies and
guys that are talented players.”
The current players are now taking time to rehab from the season and
prepare for next year. Lonergan said junior forward David Pellom underwent
successful meniscus surgery on his left
knee last week, after playing through
injury this season. Bynes is taking time
to rehabilitate his left shoulder after
struggling with injury over the year,
Lonergan said.
An NCAA rule change will allow

greater summer access for training,
granting programs the ability to have
student-athletes complete eight hours
of athletic activity a week, up to two of
which can be skill-related instruction.
In addition to that, the Colonials will
receive 10 full practices to prepare for
their five-game trip to Italy in August,
an opportunity that Nero and Lonergan hope will afford the team benefits
in skills and in chemistry.
“What I like to do is almost break
them up and assign them so that they’ll
be spending time with different teammates. So not only will you get to know
them on the basketball court, but all of
a sudden you’ll be spending 10 days
in a foreign country with teammates
you’ve never spent time with before,”
Nero said. “Maybe switch up their
roommates on the road, that type of
stuff, so they bond a lot quicker rather
than waiting until early September.”
Strong chemistry will remain important as the Colonials stare down another tough schedule for next season.
VCU, Notre Dame and Kansas State
are among the programs already on the
books for next season, and both Lonergan and Nero said that additional highprofile opponents are in the works.
Playing a tough schedule, they agreed,
is good for the program, both in preparing its players for the A-10 and in bringing new bodies into its ranks.
“We want to play a schedule every year that if we have a team that is
playing at the level, that they could be
invited to the NCAA. We never want
our schedule to hurt us,” Nero said. “If
we don’t make the tournament, it’s because we’re not good enough. And this
year is a good example. We played a
schedule that if we were good enough,
there was no way we would not be in
the tournament.”
And so, even though the season is
done on paper, in many ways, Lonergan and Nero feel that the work is just
beginning. This year was just one step in
rebuilding the program – a disappointing step, Lonergan allows – but not one
that dissuaded his belief in GW’s ability to reach its former heights.
“I still believe more than ever that we
can be successful here,” Lonergan said.
“I almost felt after the season ended like
I did last May 3, when I started.” u

